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CULTURECULTURE
WWhateverhatever a person needs to know in a person needs to know in 

order to functionorder to function in a particular in a particular 
society in a manner acceptable to its society in a manner acceptable to its 
membersmembers

SSociallyocially acquiredacquired kknowledgenowledge --
necessary behaviours necessary behaviours llearned from earned from 
other members of the community, do other members of the community, do 
not come from genetic endowmentnot come from genetic endowment
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEENRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE AND CULTURECULTURE

ThreeThree differingdiffering viewsviews: : 

Structure of Structure of langlanguageuage determines the way determines the way 
that speakers of that that speakers of that langlanguageuage view the view the 
world world 

CCultureulture is reflected in language. Cultural is reflected in language. Cultural 
requirements do not determine structure of requirements do not determine structure of 
langlang, but influence how , but influence how itit is usedis used

LLittleittle or no relationship bor no relationship betetwweeneen langlanguageuage
and cultand cultureure
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SapirSapir--Whorf Whorf / / Whorfian hypothesisWhorfian hypothesis

Edward SapirEdward Sapir::

Human beings Human beings do not live in the objective world do not live in the objective world 
alone, nor alone in the world of social activity as alone, nor alone in the world of social activity as 
ordinarily understood, but ordinarily understood, but areare very much at the very much at the 
mercy of the particular languagemercy of the particular language which has which has 
become the medium of expression for their become the medium of expression for their 
society. It is quite an society. It is quite an illusion to imagine illusion to imagine that one that one 
adjusts to reality essentially adjusts to reality essentially without the use of without the use of 
languagelanguage….….
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SAPIR’S IDEA SAPIR’S IDEA 
(CONT.)(CONT.)

The fact of the matter is that The fact of the matter is that the the ‘real world’ ‘real world’ 
is unconsciously built up on the language is unconsciously built up on the language 
habits of the grouphabits of the group. We see and hear . We see and hear 
and…. experience very largely as we do and…. experience very largely as we do 
because because the the language habits of our language habits of our 
community predispose certain choices of community predispose certain choices of 
interpretationinterpretation

((LanguageLanguage, 1929, 1929))
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Benjamin Lee WhorfBenjamin Lee Whorf
TThe he background linguistic systembackground linguistic system (in other (in other 

words the words the grammargrammar) of each language is ) of each language is 
not merely a reproducing instrument for not merely a reproducing instrument for 
voicing ideas but rather voicing ideas but rather is itself the shaper is itself the shaper 
of ideas of ideas …. the guide for the individual’s …. the guide for the individual’s 
mental activity…mental activity… Formulation of ideas is Formulation of ideas is 
not an independent process, but… is not an independent process, but… is part part 
of a particular grammarof a particular grammar……
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WHAT FOLLOWS?WHAT FOLLOWS?
Different speakers will view the world Different speakers will view the world 
differently in so far as the languages they differently in so far as the languages they 
speak differ structurally.speak differ structurally.

We perceive only what our language We perceive only what our language 
allows us, or predisposes us, to perceive. allows us, or predisposes us, to perceive. 
Our language controls our world view, thus Our language controls our world view, thus 
speakers of different languages will have speakers of different languages will have 
different world viewsdifferent world views..
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Data Data in favour of the Whorfian in favour of the Whorfian 
hypothesishypothesis

BBothoth peoplepeople andand bullsbulls have have legslegs in English, but in English, but 
inin Spanish Spanish peoplepeople havehave piernaspiernas, , bullsbulls havehave
pataspatas..

Bedouin ArabsBedouin Arabs:: many different words for many different words for camelscamels, , 
SamisSamis:: several for several for reindeerreindeer, , InuitsInuits: : words for words for 
many diffmany differenterent kinds of kinds of snowsnow..

EnglishEnglish has a cover term has a cover term animalanimal,, but but nono term to term to 
cover both cover both fruit and nutsfruit and nuts.. ChineseChinese does have does have 
oneone..
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ConclusionsConclusions fromfrom datadata

Our world view, Our world view, shapedshaped byby our native our native 
tongue, makes it difficult to immediately tongue, makes it difficult to immediately 
understand distinctions that speakers of understand distinctions that speakers of 
other languages make. However, other languages make. However, 
understandingunderstanding ((asas wellwell asas translationtranslation) is ) is 
possible.possible.

Habitual thought may be conditioned by Habitual thought may be conditioned by 
language, language, butbut oopposingpposing relationship, that relationship, that 
is, effect of society and environment is, effect of society and environment 
(=culture) on (=culture) on langlanguageuage is more obviousis more obvious..
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EEffectffect of culture on of culture on langlanguageuage

PPhysicalhysical environment environment -- reflected in reflected in 
langlanguageuage, normally in the lexicon, normally in the lexicon, , e.ge.g.: .: 
EskimoEskimo wordswords toto referrefer toto differentdifferent typestypes of of 
snowsnow

SSocialocial environment environment also reflected in also reflected in langlang, , 
and hasand has an an effect on structure of effect on structure of 
vocabularyvocabulary,, ee..gg..: a society’s kinship : a society’s kinship 
systemsystem
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LLongeronger phrasal terms phrasal terms indicate current indicate current lack of lack of 
importanceimportance given to certain kinship given to certain kinship 
relationshipsrelationships

GeGeneralneral linguistic principlelinguistic principle:: truly truly important important 
objects and relationshipsobjects and relationships are are ((tend to betend to be))
expressed through single words expressed through single words rather rather 
than phrasethan phrases (s (cfcf. . separateseparate InuiteInuite wordswords forfor
snowsnow vs. vs. EngEng drydry snowsnow, , finefine snowsnow, etc.), etc.)
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